In this paper we develop an obstruction theory for the problem of determining whether a bundle, E, over a compact polyhedron, B, with non-compact Hubert cube manifoldjibers admits a boundary in the sense that there exists a compact bundle E over 5 with β-manifold fibers and a sliced Z-set, A c £,such that Έ = A U E. Included in the work is a new result on fibered weak proper homotopy equivalences, a theorem on proper liftings of homotopies, and the development of a sliced shape theory whose equivalences are shown to classify our boundaries through a tie to β-manif old theory via a sliced version of Chapman's Complement Theorem.
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In this paper we develop an obstruction theory for the problem of determining whether a bundle, E, over a compact polyhedron, B, with non-compact Hubert cube manifoldjibers admits a boundary in the sense that there exists a compact bundle E over 5 with β-manifold fibers and a sliced Z-set, A c £,such that Έ = A U E. Included in the work is a new result on fibered weak proper homotopy equivalences, a theorem on proper liftings of homotopies, and the development of a sliced shape theory whose equivalences are shown to classify our boundaries through a tie to β-manif old theory via a sliced version of Chapman's Complement Theorem.
1. Introduction. Browder, Levine, and Livesay, [3] , and Siebenmann, [26] , studied the question of putting a boundary on a finite dimensional manifold. Adopting a somewhat more general, Z-set notion of a boundary, Chapman and Siebenmann successfully obtained an obstruction theory for the problem of determining which β-manifolds admit boundaries in [14] . Interest has since been expressed in the boundary problem in a (locally trivial) bundle setting (see the problem section in the back of [8] and, more recently, problem (QM 10) in [20] .) The purpose of this paper is to investigate the question of when a bundle with non-compact g-manifold fibers can be compactified in such a way that the resulting manifold has a bundle structure extending the original bundle structure. In another variation on the boundary problem Chapman, [9] , has developed machinery for deciding if a β-manifold admits a controlled boundary. The boundary is controlled in the sense that one is given an arbitrary map from the non-compact manifold to a parameter space and desires to find a compactification along with an extension of the given map. The controlled boundary problem is evidently more general than the question studied in this paper and it would be interesting to investigate the relationship between the results of the two theories.
We begin with the introduction of some terminology and notation. All spaces except function spaces will be locally compact, separable metric p spaces. A (locally trivial) bundle, M -» B, will be called a Q-manifold bundle if its fiber, F 9 is a β-manifold, i.e. a manifold modeled on the
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Hubert cube, Q. The usual procedure of treating components of B separately and, hence, assuming B is connected allows us to talk about the p fiber of M -» B. The base space, B, will be assumed to be a compact polyhedron and the bundle called a non-compact Q-manifold bundle if its fiber, F Q , is noncompact. In this setting, a sliced Z-set of M -> B is a closed set A c M with the property that there exist fiber preserving (f.p.) maps M -> M -A arbitrarily close to the identity. With this notation we p consider when, given a non-compact β-manifold bundle M -> 2?, we can find a compact β-manifold bundle p: M -> 5 such that M = M U A where ^4 is a sliced Z-set of p: M -* B and p\M = p.
Clearly p: M -> B admitting a bundle compactification implies that both its fiber, F, and M itself admit boundaries in the sense of ChapmanSiebenmann. In fact, for B equal a point the bundle boundary problem reduces to the problem considered by Chapman and Siebenmann. Just as Chapman and Siebenmann observed basic necessary conditions for a β-manifold to admit a boundary, i.e. tameness at oo and finiteness of type, we can easily recognize the necessity of fibered versions of these conditions. Specifically we say p: M -> B is slicewise tame at oo if for every compactum C c M there exists a compactum C" with C c C" c M such that M -C *-> M -C factors slicewise through a finite complex up to fibered homotopy; i.e. there exists a finite polyhedron K, maps a and β, and a f.p. homotopy //: i -β ° α making the following diagram commute (up to fibered homotopy)
M-C ^ M-C K
In a similar spirit, p: M -> B is said to have sliced finite type if it is fibered homotopy equivalent to a bundle over B with compact β-manifold fibers.
In light of the triangulation of compact β-manifold bundles (see Chapman and Ferry [12] for a proof using classifying spaces or [13] for a more geometric proof) we could equivalently demand that the given bundle be homotopy equivalent to a bundle with fiber a finite polyhedron. Verifying that these necessary conditions which we have isolated hold in a particular bundle is then the first step in determining whether it admits a boundary. In checking for sliced finite type we encounter what Hatcher refers to as the fibered obstruction to finiteness in problem 6.1 of [22] . This problem can be formulated as a lifting problem which we briefly describe. Let Jibe a finite polyhedron which is homotopy equivalent to the fiber of the bundle p: M -> B. Regarding p: M -> B as a Hurewicz fibration/? is classified by a map of the base B into the classifying space of self-homotopy equivalences of X, B -> BG(X). Write B(X) for a universal space for PL fibrations of finite polyhedra with fibers homotopy equivalent to X. The lifting problem is that of completing the commutative diagram
where B(X) -» BG(X) is the natural forgetful map. Generalizing the simple homotopy equivalences of [16] is the notion of a simple map, i.e. a PL map of finite polyhedra with contractible point inverses. Using simple maps as morphisms yields a category S(X) whose objects are finite polyhedra containing X as a deformation retract. The obstructions to sliced finite type then come from U*BS(X) (BS(X) being the classifying space of S(X)) since BS(X) can be shown to be the homotopy fiber of B(X) -• BG(X), see [21] . The obstruction then lies in the realm of Hatcher's higher simple-homotopy theory, the name justified by the observation that
The main result of this paper identifies a second obstruction for a bundle assumed to satisfy the necessary conditions above. THEOREM Chapman and Siebenmann were able to characterize β-manifolds which admit boundaries as those homeomorphic to a product of Q times an infinite mapping cylinder, Map(σ), where σ is an inverse sequence of compact polyhedra arising from the tameness at oo condition imposed on the manifold. Requiring a bundle for our target we use a compact β-manifold bundle which we get from sliced finite type and remove a sliced Z-set copy of lim σ from it. Chapman and Siebenmann were able to identify what they called the total obstruction (to the unfibered boundary problem) as lying in the quotient of the group of simple-homotopy types on M by the Whitehead group of Π^M. In analogy it seems likely that proper definitions of a fiber simple-homotopy theory will locate the obstruction to a fibered boundary as the image of the (fibered) torsion of the proper fiber homotopy equivalence from Theorem 1 in the quotient of 156 SCOTT C. METCALF the group of all fiber simple homotopy types on M -> B by an appropriate fibered Whitehead group. The following theorem assures us that the obstruction is well-defined. THEOREM A notable ingredient of the proof of the corollary is the calculation that Π o #(F) = 0 where <#(F) is the group of concordances of F (see §8 for a precise definition), a result made possible by Chapman's exact sequences of [7] . For bundles with higher dimensional bases one would need assumptions of higher connectivity on the fiber as suggested by the work of Burghelea, Lashof and Rothenberg, see for example Theorem B' on page 36 of [4] .
We introduce a sliced shape theory in this paper and prove a sliced version of Chapman's Complement Theorem which is of fundamental importance in the proofs of the theorems above. In addition we prove the following As to the organization of this paper we state fibered Q-manifold preliminaries in §2. Section 3 contains sliced shape theory definitions and results including our sliced shape complement theorem and the proof of the Boundary Classification Theorem. In §4 we treat weak proper homotopy equivalences indicating a fibered version of a result of Edwards and Hastings [18] . The preliminary groundwork is completed with the proof that small homotopies have proper lifts and thus, using Dold's trick ( [17] ), small homotopy equivalences between bundles yield proper fiber homotopy equivalences in §5.
Section 6 contains the proof of Theorem 1 while §7 has that of Theorem 2. Finally a brief discussion of calculations using these results along with the proof of Corollary 3 may be found in §8.
Fibered β-manifold preliminaries.
The following definitions and notation will be used throughout this work. Letting / = [0,1], we say that a homotopy H: X X / -> 7 is an a-homotopy or is limited by α, a cover of Γ, if H{{x) X /) is contained in some element of a for any x e X. We write / 2κ f p g to indicate that maps / and g are homotopic through a f.p. homotopy and/ ~ β g if /, g: X -* Y are α-close, i.e. for any x e X there exists an element 0G« such that/(x) and g(x) both lie in 0.
A homeomorphism near oo is a map, i.e. a continuous function, /: X -» Y such that for any compactum C a X there exists a compactum C" containing C with f\ X -C >: The following are unfibered results from β-manifold theory which we will use. As noted above, the first is true in a bundle setting, a fact easily proved by piecing unfibered CE approximations on fibers together by local contractibility over a fine triangulation of B, but we shall not need the fibered result.
CE APPROXIMATION THEOREM. CE maps between Q-manifolds can be approximated arbitrarily close by homeomorphisms. Π CLASSIFICATION THEOREM. Suppose that f: X -> Y is a proper map between polyhedra. f is a simple homotopy equivalence if and only iff X Ίά Q : X X Q -» Y X Q is proper homotopic to a homeomorphism. D
Standard references for simple homotopy theory are [16] and, for non-compact spaces, [27] .
3. Shape theory in the sliced category. Chapman established the connection between β-manifolds and shape theory in [5] (see also [8] ). In this section we give definitions for a parameterized shape theory, hmiting our discussion to the case in which the parameterization is actually a bundle map. We present both the traditional approach of Borsuk using fundamental sequences, [2] , and the ANR-system approach of Mardesic and Segal as both are useful and they are equivalent. The relevance of sliced shapes to β-manifold bundles is established in a sliced version of Chapman's Complement Theorem which is important in the proofs of both of our main theorems. In the Homotopy Boundary Theorem the application takes a form which we isolate as a corollary. Throughout we assume that/?: E -» B is a β-manifold bundle. The approach to shape given above is patterned after Borsuk's definition and is useful in the proof of our For the direction which asserts that a f.p. homeomorphism between complements implies that the compacta have the same shape we use the following lemma which gives an explicit f.p. homotopy pushing the total space of a β-manifold bundle off of a sliced Z-set instantaneously.
LEMMA. For any sliced Z-set A ofp: E -> B there exists a homotopy F:
E X I -> E satisfying (ϊ)F t (E)<z E\Aforallt> 0, (ii)F 0 = id, (iii) F is f.
p., and (iv) for every open neighborhood U of A there exists t 0 Ξ (0,1) such that F t (U)c UforO < t < t 0 .
Shape maps which establish the shape equivalence of A and A' are then given by f n = hF 1/n and g n = h~ιG ι/n where G t : E -> E comes from the lemma with A replaced by A\ For the other direction one uses the shape equivalence from A to A r to construct a sequence of homeomorphisms h t of E onto itself such that the composition h n h n _ 1 ••• h 2 h λ pushes A closer and closer to A' as n increases. The construction makes repeated used of fibered mapping replacement and Z-set unknotting and is accomplished in such a way that points in E\A are moved by only finitely many of the h r This last condition makes the map h = lim^^^ h 2 h 1 \ E^A well-defined and it is readily seen that h is the desired f.p. homeomorphism of E\A onto E\A'. Details may be found in [5] or [8] with the only changes required being the use of f.p. information contained in the fibered β-manifold preliminaries of §2.
The following is an immediate
COROLLARY. Let A be a compact sliced Z-set of the compact Q-manifold bundle p: E -> B. Suppose for every b e B there exists an open set U containing b and a compact sliced Z-set, A\ of E which has the same relative sliced shape as A and whose complement in E over U is a product, i.e. p~1(U)\A' is f.p. homeomorphic to U X F for some F. Then p\ E \ A '. E\A -* B is a bundle.
Another direct application of the Sliced Shape Complement Theorems is the . Then E λ = f p £ 2 since using fibered collaring they are both easily seen to be f.p. homeomorphic to B X Q. Finally, noting that A and A' are sliced Z-sets in E γ and E 2 with E λ -A = fp E 2 -A\ the sliced shape complement theorem gives us the desired sliced shape equivalence of A and A'.
For the other direction we let A be a sliced boundary of E and A' be of the same sliced shape as A. As above, we have a compactification of E given by E U A = f p N X [0,1] with A c N X {0} and we again consider
. When we take a sliced Z-embedding of A' in i^ the sliced shape complement theorem gives us a f.p. homeomor-
gives us a bundle compactification of £ with A' as the boundary.
As noted previously, Mardesic and Segal offer an alternative approach to shape theory in the unsliced case, see [25] . We briefly discuss the extension of their approach to the sliced category because it makes quick work of demonstrating that two spaces have the same shape later in this paper. Since we are here concerned only with metric spaces we shall not require the generality of arbitrary directed sets with which to index our ANR-systems. Rather we content ourselves with ANR-sequences.
An ANR-sequence (X, X o ) = pJ 0 )«'L+i) consists of an inverse system of pairs of compact absolute neighborhood retracts (ANR's) for metric spaces with bonding mapsp nn+1 : (X, X 0 ) n +ι "* (^ %o)n which are continuous maps of pairs. To incorporate the notion of slicedness over a base B we additionally require, for each n = 1, 2,..., a projection map p n : X n -> B and that bonding maps commute with these projections, i.e. P n ° Pnn+ι = Pn+ι f°Γ a^ n -Given a compact pair (X, X o ) we can find an associated ANR-sequence (X, X o ) where (X, X o ) = lim(X, X 0 ) n . This associated ANR-sequence is unique up to homotopy type as we shall explain and, hence, determines a well-defined property of the space, its relative sliced shape.
A map between ANR-sequences sliced over B, denoted /: We remark that if X and Y axe finite dimensional polyhedra then / is itself a proper homotopy equivalence by Siebenmann [27] . The additional parameterized information in the following result is what we require. (1) If /, g and the homotopies to the identity maps can all be chosen to be fiber preserving then / is weakly proper homotopic through f.p. homotopies to a proper fiber homotopy equivalence. We shall call X and Y satisfying the hypotheses of (2) weakly proper homotopy equivalent nearly fiberwise and, similarly, X and Y satisfying the conclusion proper homotopy equivalent nearly fiberwise. Addendum (1) follows immediately from the proof of Edwards and Hastings by choosing f.p. maps and noting that the proper homotopy equivalence that they find is fiber preserving. For addendum (2) simply choose homotopies with better and better control towards the end.
Proper lifting.
In this section we develop methods for turning proper homotopy equivalences between bundles which are nearly fiberwise into proper fiber homotopy equivalences. Dold does this in [17] without the stipulation that maps be proper. The main ingredient in his proof is the homotopy lifting property for bundles. Thus the result which we require and constitutes the main theorem of this section is what we shall refer to as the
PROPER HOMOTOPY LIFTING THEOREM. Given any bundle p: E -> B there exists an open cover a of B such that the following holds. Suppose that H: XX I -> B and H o : IX{0}->£ are maps with H o proper and pH 0 = H o . If H is an a-homotopy then there exists a proper map H: X X I -> E which extends H o and lifts H. In other words we can complete the following commutative diagram with the dotted line being a proper map.

XX{O)
-
Proof. Let β be a cover of B by open sets over which p is trivial. Choose a countable refinement {U i }f s=1 of β which also covers B and with each U έ compact and each JJ i contained in some open set of B over which p is trivial. Set a = {ί^}°lχ.
We now define a tower of compacta, {C,}, whose union is E. Begin with {C,} where each C, is compact, C, c int C ί+1 and U ( *L 1 C i = JF, the fiber of /?:£-* 5. Define C\ = /^(Q X ϊ^) where
is a homeomorphism arising from the bundle structure of E. Assume that Cj has been defined for all j < k, k some positive integer. From the construction to follow note that the Cj are renumbered as needed so that we also assume that the sets we refer to below have already been reindexed. The homotopy p'H\ E' X / -> B has a proper lift to E which we call G: E' X / -> E satisfying G o = g'. Setting g = G x we proceed to show that g, which is fiber preserving, is a proper fiber homotopy inverse of/.
Define An intermediate space is useful in establishing the desired proper fiber homotopy equivalence. In Chapman-Siebenmann, [14] , a β-manifold with finite type which is tame at oo is shown to be proper homotopy equivalent to a certain mapping telescope, Map(σ) where σ is the inverse sequence of compact polyhedra {K i9 α,-^}. Chapman's observation that A X Q = lim σ X Q is the natural boundary of Map(σ) X Q is the heart of [6] and also appears in the more detailed analysis of [14] . We briefly review the constructions of Chapman and Siebenmann for the convenience of the reader and to justify the additional observations which we require for the fibered situation.
The f.p. homotopy ladder, (*), is formed with care in order to have the M 's clean submanifolds of M, i.e. each M t is a closed β-manifold as is its topological frontier 3Af z which is also collared in both M t and the closure of M -M . The finite polyhedra K t are for convenience considered to be contained in int(M, +1 ) -M, with the maps β t : In the fibered setting one should recognize that β and a as well as the homotopies which deform the compositions β ° a and a ° β to the identity maps are all nearly fiberwise by choosing short collars. Therefore, plugging this information into our fibered version of Edwards and Hastings yields PROPOSITION 
There exists a proper homotopy equivalence, k: M -> Map(σ), which is nearly fiberwise. Π
We remark that the loss of absolute fiber control above was due to the fact that our collars were not fibered collars. Another difficulty with using Map(σ), or Map(σ) X Q, as a bridge between M and N -A is that Map(σ) is not a bundle and so we again are forced to settle for near fiber control below. PROPOSITION 
N -A is proper homotopy equivalent nearly fiberwise
Proof. Setting X -Map(σ) U A we shall actually prove the equivalence between N X / -A X 0 and X X Q -A X 0. Replacing N -A by the f.p. homeomorphic β-manifold iVx/ -^[χ0isa standard device using fibered stability and Z-set unknotting. On the other hand we note that A X 0 and A X Q clearly have the same relative shape in XX Q and so J X β -i X 0 is homeomorphic to XxQ-AxQ = Map(σ) X Q. Moreover, examination of the proof of the Complement Theorem which provides the homeomorphism reveals that it is nearly fiberwise. x (x) is either a point or the unit interval) it is close to a homeomorphism c: Af(τj) -^Ixβ which unknotting again we can adjust so that A X 0 c JV X 0 is mapped onto ^ X 0 c X x 0. Then cμ|: N X I -A X 0 ^> X X Q -A X 0 is a homeomorphism near oo and an ordinary homotopy equivalence and thus a proper homotopy equivalence. Though Map(σ) not being a bundle prevents the use of fibered results the maps are close to the original nearly f.p. composition i o ikg and so also using Z-set unknotting with control we get that the equivalence is nearly fiberwise. D
Consequently it is clear that M and N -A are proper homotopy equivalent nearly fiberwise. To achieve fiber control we establish the following compact ring of N where choosing the compact ring appropriately closer to A increases m. Piecing these homotopies together note that by closeness the latter homotopy above takes the proper map hf to a proper map through proper maps and so is proper. The final homotopy to check, fF t on pieces, is not hard to recognize as proper. For given a compactum C c N' 9 /~1(C / ) = C is compact since/ is proper. Then for m large F n t e [0,1/m], is the identity on C so inverse images of compacta are compact and φ is proper fiber homotopic to/.
Applications.
Given a non-compact β-manifold bundle, p: M -» B, the application of the results contained in this paper first requires verification that the bundle is sliced tame at oo and of sliced finite type as discussed in the introduction. The Homotopy Boundary Theorem then provides a proper fiber homotopy equivalence/: M -» N to a β-manifold bundle which admits a boundary. The existence of a homeomorphism near oo in the proper fiber homotopy class of / is then a necessary and sufficient condition for the original bundle to admit a compactification.
In Corollary 3 of the introduction we have assumed sliced tameness at oo and hence begin by proving the following Assertion, p: M -> S ι is fiber homotopy equivalent to a compact β-manifold bundle.
Proof. Choose a point *ES 1 and let F = p~ι(*) be the fiber of the given bundle. The sliced tameness at oo of M -> S ι restricts to show that Fis tame at oo. Thus simply choosing a large clean, compact submanifold F λ and a homotopy which takes the end F -F x to a compact portion of the space we can feather the homotopy to the identity on F λ -(dF λ X [0,1)) and observe thus that we can homotope the identity map on F to a push into a finite portion of the space. Triangulation of β-manifolds then implies that F is finitely dominated. Wall's finiteness obstruction assigns to each finitely dominated space X an element σ(X) in the reduced projective class group K 0 (Z^X) which vanishes if and only if X has finite type. When Jfis simply connected it is well-known that σ(X) = 0. Thus JF is of finite type and we let /: F -> P be a homotopy equivalence to the compact β-manifold P. Now let the map a: (/, 9/) -> (S 1 , *) be a wrapping of the unit interval once around S 1 . We obtain a characteristic map (see [11] ) φ: lence P -> F -> F -> P where g is a homotopy inverse of /. Since P is simply connected the Whitehead group of P is trivial. The map/φg is then a simple homotopy equivalence and by the Classification Theorem there exists a homeomorphism h: P -+ P with h -fφg. Therefore we have a homotopy commutative diagram . D Before we apply our main theorem we calculate Π o of the space of concordances of our fiber F and show how this concordance information implies an isotopy result, namely that when T1 O < £(X Q ) = 0 proper homotopy classes of homeomorphisms coincide with isotopy classes. The space of concordances of any space X, denoted ^(X), is the function space of all homeomorphisms on X X / which are the identity on X X {0}. Chapman in [7] provides exact sequences which relate Π o of the space of concordances of a non-compact β-manifold to various limits of Π o of the space of concordances of compact submanifolds and complements of compact submanifolds and Whitehead groups of such complements. Using these sequences (Theorems 2 and 3 of [7] ) and a compact result (C in [7] 
(t). Π
The following restatement is the form of the above result which we shall use. Returning to the proof of the corollary we apply the Homotopy Boundary Theorem to deduce a proper fiber homotopy equivalence /: M -» N where g: N -> S ι is a β-manifold bundle which admits a boundary. Splitting both bundles over some point * e S ι yields bundles over the unit interval which are thus products as well as a fiber homotopy equivalence Note that we may take g~ι(*) = F by Siebenmann's infinite simple homotopy theory [27] and the assumptions on F. The identifications F X {0} -> F X {1} used to recapture the bundles p: M -> S ι and g: N -> S 1 from the above products yield homeomorphisms Λ x and h 2 from F to itself such that clearly τ{h x ) » fp M and τ(Λ 2 ) « fp JV. But it is easy to see in general that given proper homotopy equivalences/^ X -* X and / 2 : X' -» X' and a proper fiber homotopy equivalence between r{f x ) and τ(/ 2 ) there exist proper homotopy equivalences φ l9 φ 2 : X -* X' such that Φi/i -pfiΦi-I n OUΓ situation observing that the φ, come from looking at the bundle split over a point of S ι and making an appropriate choice of the identification of g -1 (*) with F we get h λ -p h 2 This is a f.p. homeomoφhism and so we have shown that M and JV are fiberwise homeomorphic and the result is clear.
Corollary 3 and its proof remain valid with any finite one-dimensional polyhedron as base. As a last note we remark that similar calculations involving non-compact β-manifold bundles with slightly more general fibers are possible. For example, results of Bass, Heller and Swann ( [1] ) and Stallings ([28] ) show that Wh(X) = 0 for any space X with U λ X free or free abelian. Therefore a non-compact g-manifold bundle over S 1 which is sliced tame at oo need only for its fiber to have a free or free abelian fundamental group in order for the proof that it has sliced finite type to go through. Chapman's exact sequences for Π 0^( M) do require more care though, e.g. we get Π 0^( M) to vanish for M a compact β-manifold (a fact used in the proof of Corollary 3) only if M has simply connected components.
